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The latest update to the Android version of Google Docs adds that may be the best feature of all: co-editing. While you've always been able to edit a document along with many other people in the web app, android users can now join through their home app on their phones or tablets. In addition, this
update brings rich text formatting, so you can add things like ordered and bullet lists, color variations, and standard text styles, both bold and weird. Check out the video above for a quick look at these new features, or just download the app to try them out for yourself. Collaborate and edit anywhere with
updated Google documents for Android, Google's official blog via Engadget Opera Version 48 Opera Browser for Android automatically blocks the dialog cookies. The update also includes new launch options and small UI fixes. The update is rolling out now. It's not fun when you visit a website and are
presented with those we use cookie dialogs. That's where Opera Browser for Android comes in, since version 48 ensures that you see as few of these silly annoying hints as possible. If you go to the Ad Lock section in Settings, you can now block cookie conversations. Once you've checked this out,
Opera uses a combination of CSS and JavaScript detection to block as many of these annoying conversations as possible. Cookie dialogue blocking is no fool-proof, but Opera said it successfully tested the feature with 15,000 websites. Keep in mind that the feature doesn't block cookies; it just blocks
their dialog windows. Cookies will still be held with the ability to automatically accept cookie conversations. It's worth remembering if you're the one who blocks cookies when you browse websites. The update also throws in some startup options to customize how you use the browser. For example, Opera
includes a new setting that allows you to close or save open tabs when you leave the browser. There are also new settings that control how Opera reopens active tabs when you use the browser, and allow you to install your own home screen label. With the update, Opera also saves your credit card
information from the purchase, includes text size settings that affect the overall layout of the website, and throws in some small user interface changes. For example, there is a new clear data dialogue, autocomplete improvements that make it easier to delete unwanted records and recent searches, and a
force-key zoom for each website. Android's 48 opera browser version is out You can download the browser at the link below. Opera Browser for Android Best photo editing apps for Android Android Central 2020 Choosing a phone with a large camera is just part of the equation. The apps that you use with
it - and after fact - are just as important. But once you've taken a photo, how do you make it better? These are the best that will help you get the most out of your photos. Google's Staff Pick Snapseed is one of the most affordable photo editing apps for Android, with a wide range of features for
experienced users and newbies. The range of features is diverse. It has everything from basic automatic color and contrast enhancement, to pruning and sharpening, selectively adjusting color properties within a certain radius. Google Play's free w/IAP makes photo editing a breeze. The app has a few
non-destructive (meaning you can undo them if you don't want them) tools, so you can quickly and easily make changes and share them on various social networks. Also with Auto Awesome, Photos can provide you with enhanced versions of your images along with original versions. Free in Google Play
Instagram adds new filters all the time, and for the most part, it does a good job of giving the character photos without stomping all over them. In addition to controlling the suite and level of filtering, you can adjust the color temperature of the photos, adjust the lighting and brightness of the shadow, add a
vignette, sharpen and even introduce the effects of the slope shift. Free in Google Play VSCO Cam aims to be your one-stop store for photography and image editing on your Android phone. VSCO lets you capture, customize and customize images to your liking, sync them between devices, and share
them with the world. You can even discover the best original photos from other VSCO users through the Grid feature. Free w/IAP in Google Play Using Lightroom Mobile may take a few minutes to get used to, but once you figure out where everything is, it's a breeze to edit your photos. At the bottom of
the screen you will see a bar that has settings that can be applied with a tap. You just need to choose the category of tool that you want to use from tweaking the look of the photo itself to trimming it or adding a gradient. Free w/IAP's Google Play Fotor wants to be your all-in-one photo editor for your
Android device. Not only do you have many editing and filter effects, but you can even customize the editing features in the app. Plus, Fotor allows you to create a photo collage quickly and easily. Free w/IAP's Google Play Glitch art may not be for everyone, but for those who want to immerse themselves
in editing photos in a different way, Glitch Lab is an app for them. There are over 100 different effects that are broken down into different categories, all while maintaining a simple and easy-to-use interface. Free w/IAP in Google Play Pixlr is a fan favorite for those looking for free photo editing services on
Now with the mobile app, you can take it with you on the go. Not only can you do basic photo editing, but there are many different effects, overlays and filters to choose from, and you can share edited photos on your social networking platforms directly from the app. Application. j/IAP in Google Play
Sometimes you come across a potential image that is absolutely perfect, only to find out that someone walked through the picture at the last minute. With TouchRetouch, you open the picture in the app, highlight that person and delete it, giving you the perfect picture. $2 in Google Play Polarr is another
fan favorite for those who like to edit photos in the browser, but there is also a powerful Android app. There are many automatic enhancement tools, but Polarr offers even more controls such as creating custom overlays to look exactly the way you imagine them. Free w/IAP's Google Play Prisma Photo
Editor took the Play Store by storm a few years ago, offering a different take on adding filters and styles to your photos. The mobile app has over 300 different styles for you to choose from, and after applying the filter you want, there is a set of tools to make your photos look even better. The free w/IAP's
Google Play PicsArt Photo Editor is one of those apps that have been around on the Play Store for centuries and have managed to keep up with the times. There are over 3,000 different tools at your disposal that makes this one-stop shop for all your photo editing needs. You can add effects, filters, make
stickers and even edit videos all using one app. Free w/IAP in Google Play Use what works for you there are tons of great apps on Android that can help you take and customize photos of people, places and things you love. Sometimes it helps to figure out what you want in the photo editing app before
you download all of them, but many of the options on our list have all the features you may need. With apps like Snapseed, editing photos on the go is easier than ever, and you're given so many different filters and overlays In most cases, you'll be fine using the editing tools found in Google Photos. In
addition to probably already installed on your smartphone, Google has added quite a few tools to help you customize the photo to your liking. In addition, you get the added benefit of having all the backups to synchronize between platforms and devices. Google Photos offers one store stop for all things
related to your phone's photos. You have a repository for all your new shots, an easy way to share, and more. What you may not have realized is that there is a handy set of editing tools built directly into the app. If you want to make sure these picnic photos look as awesome as possible before uploading
them to Facebook Instagram, these are the editing tools available to you. Filters customize light, and crop color and turn undo edits How to use filters Anyone who has spent time uploading photos to Instagram is probably pretty familiar filters. These specific effects allow you to customize the entire photo
with a single tap, layering the photo to look specific to a specific In Google Photos you have access to 13 different filters that you can use. There are a number of different ones here, including an auto filter, and several black and white photos. To apply the filter all you have to do is scroll through the
options and choose the filter that you like the most. Open Google Photos. Click on the photo you want to edit. Tap the slider icon at the bottom of the screen to open the editing tools. Swipe through the filters and choose the one you want to use. Click Save to save the filter on the photo. The first filter you
can choose in Google Photos is the amazing Auto mode that tries to figure out the best combination of exposure, saturation and other settings. It doesn't always work, but clicking on an auto can have a big positive effect on your photos. Give it a shot! Open Google Photos. Click on the photo you want to
edit. Click on the pencil icon at the bottom of the screen to open the editing tools. Click Auto and see the results. How to adjust the light, color and pop Ability to adjust the balance of a white photo may be the key to keeping a photo that is too bright, or too dim, in equal measure. With Google Photos you
will actually get access not only to sliders that will allow you to adjust the light, but also the color and then pop. With light and color you have an extra option past the original slider bar. You'll be able to adjust the exposure, contrast, whiteness, glare, shadows and vignette for light. With color you can adjust
the saturation, warmth, shades, skin tone, and dark blue. Each option is available to use with a slider bar to make sure that you have the most control over the final product of your photo editing. Open Google Photos. Click on the photo you want to edit. Tap the slider icon at the bottom of the screen to
open the editing tools. Click on the bar slider icon in the bottom middle of the screen. Use sliders to adjust the light, color or pop of your photo. Click on the arrow next to the light or color to open the extended options. Use slider bars to make additional changes. Click Save in the top right corner of the
screen to save your edits. As you trim and rotate photos there are times when you take a photo and you have to adjust it a bit before you are ready to download. You may need to crop the photo to make sure there is nothing unsuitable for social media lurking in the background, or you need to rotate the
photo so that it is lined up properly. You also have the ability to zoom in on the photo. Open Google Photos. Click on the photo you want Tap the slider icon at the bottom of the screen to open the editing tools. Tap the crop icon in the bottom right corner of the screen. To adjust the angle of the photo, use
the slider bar at the bottom of the screen. To rotate the photo, click on the rotation icon to the right of the screen. To change the ratio of the sides, click the icon on the left side of the screen, and Click on the ratio you want. To zoom in on the photo, pinch your fingers to zoom in. To crop a photo, use your
finger to drag the corners of the photo to where you want them. Click Finished to save your edits. As you undo edits there are times when you finish editing a photo and realize that something about it is just looking. No one wants to upload a photo that looks blunt due to excessive saturation, for example.
That's why it's so easy to undo all those crazy edits you just applied to your photo with just a tap of your finger. Note: Google doesn't make permanent changes to any of your photos, so any edits can be undone as long as the photo stays on Google Photos. Open Google Photos. Open the edited photo
you want to return. Tap the overflow icon, which looks like three vertical dots in the top right to the right of the screen. Click undo the edits to remove all edits and return the photo to its original form. One aspect of Google Photos that is often overlooked is the incredible assistant that uses your photos to
create GIFs, collages, stylized photos and more. He even grouped together photos from a certain day. Understanding the assistant in Google Photos Google Photos makes editing easy for Google Photos is an excellent all-around app for the photos you take from your phone. It also got the editing tools
that you need in order to make sure your photos look as fantastic as possible before you upload them. Whether it means rotating and trimming a photo, adjusting levels of light and color, or using filters to make your photos look otherworldly, Google Photos has you absolutely covered. Have you used
editing tools in Google Photos? Is there an editing tool that we didn't mention? Don't forget to tell us all about it in the comments below! We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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